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IDEAS TO IMPACT
A practical guide to innovation for organizations 

of any size and sector
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Introductions

DataHouse Innovation Program

Innovation Journeys and Results

Innovation Defined; Innovation Framework; Approach, Methodologies, Tools
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INNOVATION PROGRAM
DATAHOUSE
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GUIDE TO INNOVATION
AN INNOVATION PROGRAM

The original version of this Guide to Innovation was 
developed to memorialize the essence of what kept 
DataHouse in business for over four decades in the 
highly dynamic and constantly changing 
technology industry.

It organizes the various aspects of innovation, 
including principles and values, intuition, industry 
best practices and methodologies, practical 
experiences, and lessons learned, into an innovation 
framework that can be repeated and shared to help 
future generations.
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WHY INNOVATE?
CONNECT WITH GOALS  AND STRATEGIES

Products and services
Develop new products and services and improve existing ones

New business opportunities
Create new opportunities and ventures

People and culture
Attract and retain people with a healthy culture

Sustainability
Continue to offer value and remain relevant
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WHY AN INNOVATION PROGRAM?
INNOVATION F ITNESS  PROGRAM
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WHAT IS INNOVATION?
Innovation is simply the act or process of introducing new ideas, devices or 

methods that result in better ways of doing things. 



	

IDEAS NEVER STAND ALONE
"Grand ideas can be divided into an infinite series of smaller, previously known ideas.“ ‐ Scott Berkun

iPod
Reinvention of 

digital music

Apple Newton
Touchscreen 
technology, 

iGesture Pad

Cell Phones
More memory, 

better cameras, fast 
connections

Personal Computers
Computer vs. phone

Existing Apps

Ecosystems

Email, YouTube, 
browsers

Carriers, partners, 
developers






"Creativity is just connecting things. When you 
ask creative people how they did something, 
they feel a little guilty because they didn't 

really do it, they just saw something. It seemed 
obvious to them after a while.”

STEVE  JOBS
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INNOVATION PROGRAM
FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS

 Collaboration 
 Technology Enablers

Tools
 Community Sourced Innovation™
 Innovation Canvas©

Methods
 Leadership
 Skills
 Agile Mindset
 Curiosity and Lifelong Learning 
 Culture 
 Organizational Change Management 
 People Development and 

Performance 

People
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PEOPLE
THE  MAIN INGREDIENT

• Leadership

• Skills

• Agile Mindset
• Curiosity and Lifelong Learning

• Culture

• Organizational Change Management
• People Development and Performance
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People
THE  MAIN INGREDIENT

Let visionaries and early adopters lead the way

Visionaries Early Adopters Early Majority Late Majority Laggards
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People
THE  MAIN INGREDIENT

Make innovation a team sport
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METHOD
COMMUNITY  SOURCED INNOVATION™
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©

1. Establish safe spaces1. Establish safe spaces

2. Identify opportunity spaces2. Identify opportunity spaces

3. Frame the opportunity3. Frame the opportunity
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©

Link and leverage assets
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©
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METHOD
INNOVATION CANVAS©
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TOOLS
COLL ABORATION
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TOOLS
TECHNOLOGY ENABLERS

• Community Innovation Mentorship Program
• AI for Call Centers
• Adaptation of Electronic Forms & Records
• Blockchain for Vehicle Title Management
• Cloud-based Solutions for Travel Approval
• Cloud-based Solutions for Field Service Management
• Infrastructure: Repository of Foundational Solutions
• Data Mining to Identify Target Japanese Customers
• AI for HR Recruitment

Use Cases
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KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
INNOVATION T IPS

Leadership at all levels
Lead by example, find innovation guides to help lead 
the way, early adopters help others cross the domain.

Who, not how
Connect and discover assets, create networks, not 
hierarchies. 

Cupcake, birthday cake, wedding cake
Take an iterative, agile approach.

Show, don’t tell
Leverage technology enablers, create prototypes.

Connect the dots
Align innovation with business goals and strategy.

Top down and bottom up
Set the vision, enable the process, make 
innovation a team sport with real use cases.
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INNOVATION JOURNEYS

BCH A  B+K Company  /  DATAHOUSE
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CIP PROJECT TRACKER
WHAT WAS IT?

A database of repair and maintenance and capital 
improvement project (CIP) development project 
data. 

This tool replaced an antiquated project tracking 
application that needed a refresh.
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INNOVATION: THE INTRODUCTION OF SOMETHING NEW
WHAT WAS NEW?

• Design and Construction Contracts Data

• Project Execution Data

• Appropriations Data

• Financial Data

Consolidated and linked multiple discrete 
data sources

Streamlined data collection to reduce 
administrative burden

Developed incrementally with staff 
involvement throughout the entire 
process

• Start simple and continue to refine the tool.

Built incrementally

Individually, these 
were certainly not new 
ideas or technologies, 
but collectively they 
were different from 
anything that was 
available to our staff at 
the time.
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KEY TO OUR SUCCESS
WHY IT  WORKED

Who, not how
• Involved the staff throughout development.
• Brought in the right contributors and stakeholders: Developer, Fiscal, Administration, Legislature, Subject Matter Experts 

Connect the dots
• Identified a pressing need. Data was in multiple locations, varying formats, and obsolete or incomplete. It was 

cumbersome to record data and difficult to produce meaningful reports in a timely manner. 
• If successful, this venture would benefit the organization as a whole.

Leadership at all levels
• Champions with authority
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KEY TO OUR SUCCESS
WHY IT  WORKED

Cupcake, birthday cake, wedding cake
• Maintained a flexible focus.
• Compromised. We started with the end in mind and established goals, then adapted as the program developed.
• Just because it can, doesn’t mean it should.

Show, don’t tell
Allowed the staff to “see and touch” along the way.

Top down and bottom up
• Delivered value to stakeholders. 
• Simplified a part of the staff’s responsibilities.
• Provided transparency to multiple stakeholders in the Legislature and DOE administration.
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Innovation Journeys
COMMUNITY INNOVATION MENTORSHIP PROGRAM (CIMP)

Opportunity Innovation

What can we do to 
leverage our core 

competencies to offer 
value to our community
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CIMP 1.0 – Community Sourced Innovation
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CIMP 2.0 – Community Sourced Innovation

TRUE
CIMP sponsor

UH CoE
Engineering 
programs

DataHouse
Computer 

engineering mentor

BCH, A B+K Company
Civil engineering 

mentor

CE Students
Civil engineering

Comp Students
Computer 

engineering

WHS Students
Engineering academy

DOE
Facilities
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Innovation Journeys
HOW TO MAINTAIN CULTURE WHILE WORKING FROM HOME

Opportunity Innovation

Connections, 
engagement, and 

relationships are all 
fundamental to the core 
of our culture. How do 

we maintain and grow in 
these areas if we’re all 
working remotely and 

don’t have face-to-face 
interactions?
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FINAL REMARKS

BELT  COLL INS  HAWAI I  /  DATAHOUSE
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IDEAS TO IMPACT
A PRACT ICAL  GUIDE  TO INNOVATION 

We are honored and humbled to share Ideas to Impact with 
you and the community. We encourage you to adapt and tailor 
this guide to match your way of working. 

We also encourage you to share your experiences and ideas 
with others. By sharing and discovering assets, we can all work 
together to advance our community for a better tomorrow.

Free guide to innovation available at  
www.datahouse.com/i2i
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Q & A

BELT  COLL INS  HAWAI I  /  DATAHOUSE


